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REF. LFCDS151

€1,495,000 House / Villa - Sold
Unique hilltop Villa for sale in Nido del Aguila, Marbella. Exclusive property on a
12537m² plot with incredible 360 grad. views. Total privacy!
Spain »  Costa del Sol »  Benahavís inland »  Benahavís »  29479

4
Bedrooms  

4
Bathrooms  

359m²
Floorplan  

13,299m²
Plot size  

127m²
Terrace
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OVERVIEW

This spectacular 327m² Villa has 4 bedrooms, 4.5
bathrooms, terrace of 127m² and a separate staff quarters
of 46m² which could be used as additional guest
bedrooms. The huge plot and hilltop location offer
outstanding views of coast, sea and mountains.

This unique villa, an Eagle's Nest, was constructed in 1989 on a 12537 m2 plot and fully
renovated in 2002. Being located on a top of the hill within an area reserved as green
zone it offers total privacy and exceptional coast, sea and mountain views.

The property comprises a 4-bedroom house with 127 m2 terrace and detached staff
quarters of 46m2 which could be used as additional guest bedrooms. It's possible to
built 1 extra floor for 1 or 2 bedrooms suite (50m2). The villa also owns swimming pool
with various lounge/dining areas, unlimited parking space and lush landscaped
gardens with illumination. 

The villa has a large multifunctional living room with direct access to the terrace, a
contemporary decorated dining room, a fully equipped kitchen with central work
island and dining zone as well. There is also a large covered terrace with external
lounge and dining zone. 

There is a master suite with private bathroom with a lounge zone. There are also 2
modern designed bedrooms and 2 fully fitted bathroom (one with sauna).

There is spacious office room with a fireplace and exceptional views from everywhere
within this property.

Other features include; Central heating. Storeroom, possibility to land a helicopter.

The property is gated and alarm for security.

lucasfox.com/go/lfcds151

Sea views, Garden, Swimming pool, Terrace,
Parking, Exterior
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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	This spectacular 327m² Villa has 4 bedrooms, 4.5 bathrooms, terrace of 127m² and a separate staff quarters of 46m² which could be used as additional guest bedrooms. The huge plot and hilltop location offer outstanding views of coast, sea and mountains.

